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< p > some coming from a foreign language translation of proper nouns, it is difficult to do that literally can understand, such as: XC
cross-country, trail forest road, am all mountain mountain, Enduro endurance race, fr FreeRide free riding, DH (down hill downhill, the
mountain biking noun is so. These words are sometimes used to define a game type, sometimes for the purpose of distinguishing a
product. Generally speaking, they can be regarded as the classification of different riding styles. In the video below, legendary cyclist
Wade Simmons successively replacing trail forest road, am all mountain and DH downhill of vehicles and equipment, intuitive
interpretation of his understanding of the three kinds of style. Simmons Wade performance of the three styles, Lin Tao is one of the
most stressed. In this respect it is inferior to XC and AM over all mountain trail. It is necessary to point out that it is inferior to XC
refers to the speed or effort. That is to say were compared in hilly or flat on the same road and strength can be faster than Trail XC.
Also, Trail can be faster than AM. in Wade when climbing with his old "engine" and the voice of the ghost called shows two points,
one is riding up the mountain is forest road vehicle characteristics; two is it's hard work. In the process of climbing in Wade using a
combination of various techniques, including the fast lock shoes into the lock, and the vehicle speed, the center of gravity, walk the
line adjustment, which shows how to avoid or overcome obstacles in complex road. AM style also contains as much as possible to
ride up the hill component, and Wade in AM and not for a demonstration of climbing, let us as this is to avoid repeated plot. Another
reason is that there is no significant difference of XC, Trail, AM style climbing skills. < p > when uses the trail down the mountain,
Wade immediately indicates the he wasn't climbing, travel is not a long forest road car is flying and dancing. But more tricks, is
focused on display through the DH part of the back downhill. The head tail of a wave crest, making all am part of the mountain is not
prominent, but may still see am through sections of skills and performance than the trail car more robust. in Wade with DH to make
more rapid cornering, wild leap performances, reflects his superb skills. At the same time, reflected in the control technology, the
three styles have different play space and difficulty. In these kinds of style, one end of the XC style is embodied in the ultimate
challenge through physical endurance, the other end of the DH style is challenging the breakthrough precision control. in addition,
taking into account the Wade Simmons FreeRide is a free ride Godfather figure, add FR free riding style. This style is more than DH
are not crazy, FR time, attention is paid to the use of technology and the courage to challenge difficult terrain and action. This often
requires a leap of height and distance to the performance of the air movement also rely on the complex skills >
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